The inner meaning of nothing came clear. Besides there was something
embarrassing in the competitive atmosphere. Something oppressive and
threatening in the life of rules and regulations. Both hampered him.
So the university training of one Frank Lloyd Wright, Freshman,
Sophomore, Junior, and part-time Senior was lost like some race run under
a severe handicap, a race which you know in your heart you are fore-
doomed to lose: a kind of competition in which you can see nobody win-
ning anywhere. Nor quite knowing why anyone should want to win. Just
for the degree? Emulation? Just to be one of the countless many who had
that certificate?
Things would start but nothing would seem to happen.
It wasn't like the farm. Doctrine, it was. Perfunctory opinion adminis*
tered the doctrine. He was being doctored in a big crowd and the doses
never seemed to produce any visible effect at any vital spot whatever $ and
anyway, he didn't feel sick. Science Hall was in course of construction. So
was the machine shop and chemical laboratory. He didn't get into those
new buildings.
His course didn't lead him into any shop at all, although he did get a
beautiful red and white field rod and a fine transit into his hands and went
surveying with his classmates. And there was the testing of materials.
But finally he did get to work on the buildings themselves by the way of
his generous employer, Professor Conover.
At the time Science Hall was being built by a Milwaukee architect out
of Professor Conover's office, the professor being superintendent of build-
ings for the University. So the young sophomore got a little actual contact
with this construction. He was entrusted with the working out of some
steel clips to join the apex of the trusses of the main tower roof. . . . They
wouldn't go together and the workmen, disgusted, left them hanging up
there against the sky by the few bolts that would go in.
It was dead of winter—only the iron beams of the floors were in place in
the floor levels below. All was slippery with ice, but he went up there,
climbing the lattice on the chords of the trusses to the very top, with no-
thing between him and the ground but that forest of open steel beams.
Got the clips loose. Dropped them down.
That was educational?
Arid the office work with Professor Conover was a great good for him.
As he realized then and since. That work was truly educational. But in the
university, notwithstanding certain appearances, he was and remained
outsider, yearning all the while for the active contact with the soil or for
the tests of a free life of action—waiting for something to happen that
never happened. Now he realizes that it never could have happened, for
'they' were all there to see that it did not and should not happen.
Reading Goethe only made matters worse, for action, again action and
more action was his urge.
The boy already wondered why 'Culture'—that was what the Univer-
sity stood for wasn't it?—shouldn't consist in getting rid of the inappro-
priate in everything. Whereas 'Education' as he encountered it was as
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